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Management Summary 
 
 
The Dorking Transport Package is a project aimed at enhancing movement of passengers 
between Dorking Deepdene station, Dorking Mainline station, Dorking Town Centre and 
elsewhere in the Mole Valley District.  The project is led by Surrey County Council, funded 
from the Department of Communities and Local Government “Growth Fund” and 
administered by Coast to Capital, the Surrey and Sussex Local Enterprise Partnership.  The 
project was approved by the Coast to Capital Board in March 2015, by Mole Valley Local 
Committee, in September 2015, and a funding contract signed in February 2016.   
 
The project as a whole is more than a year later than expectations and has failed to deliver 
any of the improvements agreed in the contract scope.  Furthermore, promised improvements 
to Deepdene Station, a project element already delayed by two years, have experienced 
technical and financial problems, even after extending the budget.  Quality and workmanship 
of delivery has been extremely poor. 
 
In addition to deficiencies in infrastructure and delivery, research uncovered evidence of poor 
project management, on the part of not just Surrey County Council, but also First Great 
Western and Coast to Capital, along with significant financial irregularities on the part of 
Surrey County Council.  There also appears to be no evidence of effective public oversight, 
by the local committee of Surrey county councillors, compounding the failures in project 
oversight by Coast to Capital. 
 
 
With an original cost estimate of £680,000, plus a contingency element of £120,000, 
£200,000 of the £800,000 total was contributed by First Great Western from, information 
indicates, funds provided by the Department of Transport.  Information obtained to date 
suggests all the contingency element has been used, plus an additional “funding flexibility” 
element of up to £32,000.  Final cost of the project is currently estimated at £829,132 
including the First Great Western contribution (September 2017 estimate).  This does not 
include any expenditures to deal with structural issues on Deepdene Station.  It is estimated 
that between £210,000 and £290,000 of the on-highways budget has been directed to facilities 
and activities unrelated to the contract scope. 
 
Facilities installed have been reduced not only below that committed in the contract scope but 
also below what can be considered safe and convenient, undermining the objectives of the 
improvements.  The quality of what has been constructed leaves a lot to be desired, increasing 
journey durations and adding hazards that, previously, did not exist.  In addition, the poor 
structural condition of both wood and steel structures at Deepdene Station has been ignored, 
carrying public and financial risk forward.   
 
 
As First Great Western is not subject to public scrutiny in the same way as Surrey County 
Council and Coast to Capital it is difficult to be precise where funding for the on-station 
element has come from or been spent nor, indeed, the final cost of the works.  Neither Surrey 
County Council nor First Great Western contributed directly to the funding. 
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It is, however, clear that much of the funding Surrey County Council received has been 
directed to facilities either not within the scope of the project agreed or below an acceptable 
standard, to the dis-benefit of the local community.   
 
 
There are also questions regarding the Coast to Capital approval and oversight process.  Not 
only did their initial evaluation fail to adequately challenge the applicants on the project as a 
whole but also, given the age and condition of the platforms and poor access at Dorking 
Deepdene, failed to question the financial sense of investing nearly £500,000 (considerably 
more proposed in future years) in station that, structurally and functionally, is well beyond its 
economic life.   
 
Not only were major changes were made to the scheme and its deliverables without the 
knowledge of Coast to Capital but the organization, we are told, paid the full amount of the 
capital grant without confirming that contract requirements had been constructed and to an 
acceptable standard. 
 
Stimulated by the complaint from Dorking Town Forum, Coast to Capital commissioned 
Local Partnerships, a consultancy part owned by HM treasury and the Local Government 
Association, to conduct an audit of Surrey’s performance.  Auditors dismissed or ignored 
much of the evidence presented, failing to explore or extend the information base and 
demonstrating a fundamental lack of appreciation of statutory and contractual obligations and 
relevant guidance.  Their report lacks robustness and an evidence support base necessary for 
it to be considered an objective appraisal of the project. 
 
The following report documents and details issues and discusses causes. 
 

 

    Source:  Mole Valley Local Committee papers, September 2015  
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Developed in response to the availability of funds released by the Department of 
Communities and Local Government (DCLoG), the project is led by Surrey County Council 
(SCC), funded under the Department of Communities and Local Government “Growth Fund” 
and administered by Coast to Capital (C2C).  Improvements centre around Deepdene station, 
operated by First Great Western (FGW), its links to the nearby Dorking main station, 
operated by Southern, and Dorking Town centre. 
 
A contract was signed with C2C in February 2016.  Surrey is the Lead Delivery Body and 
responsible for the on-carriageway works, whilst FGW is responsible for the on-station 
works. 
 
The on-highway element of the project was to consist of footpath widening, cycle lane re-
location and a raised table crossing, all to accommodate increased pedestrian flow and 
cyclists between two stations, Dorking Deepdene and Dorking Main.  For bus passengers 
there were to be improvements at the three bus stops on the adjacent A24; A, B and E, 
including improved shelters, improved seating and real-time bus information.  Finally, to 
benefit pedestrians and cyclists, there was to be improved signage and wayfinding between 
the two stations and the town centre. 
 
On-station improvements, only at Deepdene Station, were to consist of new waiting shelters 
and acoustic screening, installation of CCTV, improved lighting and new ticket machines.  A 
new cycle shelter was included. 
 
 
This project has been problematic since its inception.  The first the local community knew 
about the project was an announcement in the local paper, the Dorking Advertiser, in early 
March 2015, giving scant details of the project. 
 
Work on the first highways element, footpath widening alongside the A24 London Road, 
commenced during second quarter 2016 and it was immediately obvious to local 
organizations that the project was going awry.  By end-2016 members of the local community 
had begun in-depth data gathering, along with systematic progress tracking, research that 
revealed a catalogue of problems.   
 
Work on Deepdene station did not commence until summer 2017 and proceeded 
intermittently.  During the period September 2017 to June 2018 there were no waiting 
shelters, or temporary shelters, on either of the platforms, and no information regarding the 
completion programme.   
 
The project ran significantly later than expectations and has failed to deliver any of the on-
highway improvements.  The on-station element is about two years late and, given the time 
and budget, is of questionable benefit.   
 
Despite this, the project is significantly over budget.   
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1) Project Development and Local Consultation 
 
 
It is not clear when the “call for applications” was issued by C2C but, from the project 
proposal, preparation work at SCC probably started in mid-summer 2014.  In November 2014 
SCC approached three organizations for support; Mole Valley District Council (MVDC), 
Sustrans and Transport for Surrey (TfS).  However, FGW involvement in the project is 
subject to a separate agreement between themselves and SCC.  It is also not clear whether, 
how many and in how much detail, district and county councillors had knowledge of the 
project in advance of the application. 
 
As far as can be established, neither SCC nor C2C contacted local organizations during 
development of the application.  In particular no attempt was made to discuss the project with 
Dorking Town Forum (DTF), Mole Valley Cycling Forum (MVCF), Mole Valley Access 
group and the directors of the Dorking Market Town Health Check (aka Dorking DNA), 
organizations and individuals with extensive knowledge of the area and infrastructure issues.   
 
The first organizations and individuals in the local community heard about the project was in 
early March 2015, in an article in the local paper, the Dorking Advertiser.  The notice gave 
the local community five days (from the publication date, a Thursday) to respond.  It is not 
clear which organization issued the press notice, SCC or C2C 
 
Complaints to the chief executive of C2C followed and Dorking Town Forum negotiated a 
two-week extension to the deadline to allow residents and local organizations time to provide 
informed response as well as organize a site visit.  Comments included identification of 
alternative options for some elements.   
 
The formal, SCC, public consultation was held in July of 2015 and the results discussed at the 
Mole Valley Local Committee in September 2015.  SCC elected members approved a project 
scope mostly unchanged from that submitted to, and approved by, the C2C Board.  Despite 
the considerable work to provide informed comments in the timescale required, both on the 
part of Dorking Town Forum and other local organizations, only a few relatively minor items 
were incorporated in the final scheme.  
 
SCC/MVDC initiated a smaller scale consultation exercise in relation to the Wayfinding 
element of the scope, with DTF, to discuss that element of the project.  Even that proved 
unsatisfactory, members of DTF eventually discovering that a crucial report had been 
withheld during the conversation. 
 
 
C2C Project Approval 
 
Full approval to the proposal was given by the C2C board in March 2015, in part based on an 
(independent) assessment by Parsons Brinckerhoff (PB).  That assessment suggested work 
would start in financial year 2015/16, with the FGW on-station element leading (due to 
availability of FGW funds).  In the event internal issues; including delay in concluding 
commercial agreements, along with funding and scope re-negotiation, would appear to have 
resulted in the on-station element being put back by two years, to financial year 2017/18.   
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Whilst the full reasons for the delays in commencing on-station work are not available there 
have been some suggestions a dispute between SCC and FGW contributed significantly.  It is 
clear, however, from information obtained under Freedom of Information, that the agreement 
between the two parties was not signed until October 2016, around nine months after SCC 
signed the contract with C2C and eighteen months after the award of funding by C2C. 
 
It is unlikely that the on-station element of the work will be completed until mid-financial 
year 2018/19. 
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2) Conclusions 
 
 
Interrogation of project reports and other reference material reveals a catalogue of failures not 
only on the part of Surrey County Council and organizations associated with delivery of the 
project, but also at Coast to Capital. 
 
Some of these might have been avoided through a more informed, robust and inclusive 
definition phase.  For its part C2C project screening was superficial and lacking in insight.  
Instead both Surrey and C2C chose to exclude knowledgeable and competent individuals and 
organizations in the local community from the process, emphasised by the deliberately 
abbreviated initial consultation pre-C2C board approval (in March 2015). 
 
Failure to identify definitional flaws, in particular high cost improvements to the ageing 
primary structures at Deepdene Station along with conceptual alternatives for on-highway 
cycle routes, was further compounded by the lack of robust challenge on the part of senior 
officials at SCC and at C2C.  The independent project evaluation provided by Parsons 
Brinkerhoff was particularly superficial and ineffective.  Initial project screening should have 
triggered questions as to the economic sensibility of investing close to £500,000, and 
considerably more in Phases 2 and 3, in station structures at or beyond their economic life, 
but didn’t.   
 
As regards highways improvements other cheaper, and more viable and effective, concepts 
were available for the on-highway element of the programme, concepts which SCC should 
have evaluated.  But SCC were not challenged, by C2C or Parsons Brinkerhoff, to provide 
evidence outlining the alternatives considered during their project development process, along 
with their reasons for exclusion. 
 
It should also be noted that SCC qualified the proposed project scope, referencing the need 
for to feasibility studies, at both application and contract stages.  There is no evidence that 
any feasibility studies were carried out, nor is there evidence that C2C, or PB, requested 
clarification or copies of the studies before committing funds. 
 
 
Given the lack of definition it is unsurprising that the project scope started to drift.  It didn’t 
help that other agents, notably FGW, Southern and MVDC continuously pressured the project 
team to spend money elsewhere, on agendas not focussed on, or consistent with, the project 
stated aims, focus and scope.  Specific infrastructure improvements committed in the contract 
were quickly removed.   
 
SCC left themselves particularly exposed to, an effective, renegotiation of terms with both 
FGW and Southern by failing to lock in project commitments well before signing the delivery 
contract with C2C (that should, in fact, have been done at the time of the original C2C board 
decision).  From that point SCC became a hostage to fortune.  For its part C2C, and its agent 
Parsons Brinkerhoff did not, but should have, asked for copies of signed agreements prior to 
commitment of funds. 
 
The net result was a progressive shift away from the committed improvements, both those in 
the original project application (and, with minor changes, approved by local councillors in 
September 2015) then enshrined in the contract with C2C. 
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There is no evidence that anyone on the project team, or those charged with exercising 
oversight, questioned the scope changes, or even referred to the contract with C2C, during the 
definitional and design stages.  Safety margins were continuously eroded by changes to 
footpath widths, path configurations and route directional information for both cyclists and 
pedestrians.  These failures were further amplified by safety audits (superficial in themselves) 
executed too late in the process to influence designs.  
 
Convenience and quality of experience of bus passengers was completely ignored.  Data 
gathering on pedestrian and bus passenger was interpreted in such a way to reinforce changes 
already determined, rather than provide an opportunity to challenge not only scope changes in 
a meaningful way but also test these changes against project aims, C2C objectives and 
commitments contained in the contract scope. 
 
It is telling that, since the Stage III safety audits and inspection by C2C, both SCC and FGW 
have instituted further infrastructure changes; installing equipment that serves to further erode 
safety margins and convenience for pedestrians, cyclists and public transport passengers. 
 
 
As regards on-station improvements, despite the age of the current platform structure, and the 
length of time that it has been leased by operator FGW, it is odd that the company did not 
conduct a rigorous inspection before defining scope and costs for the improvement plan.  
Routine inspection reports had questioned the condition of timber and steel primary structures 
around the station, suggesting a need for a more detailed investigation, but these were 
ignored. 
 
Given the time it took to resolve contractual issues between SCC and FGW, approximately 18 
months, it’s not as if there wasn’t opportunity or time to execute a targeted inspection to 
inform ongoing design work.  That clearly wasn’t done and neither SCC, C2C nor PB 
requested it. 
 
This major oversight was the primary reason for subsequent the technical problems and the 
delay in delivery of on-station improvements.  This, along with subsequent poor installation 
and equipment quality and layout, suggests there is no effective project development and 
planning process within FGW.  It is particularly concerning that the condition of the 
steelwork under the access stairs has been ignored. 
 
 
That the SCC project team failed to recognise the likely impact of technical and scope 
changes, not only in their own on-highway element but also elements entered into with the 
other participants, says reams about the team and individuals themselves.   
 
 
It seems surprising, given contractual clauses relating to changes in scope and application of 
funds, that C2C fail to identify any of this.  Research and discussions with C2C suggest that, 
in addition to project screening failures, there does not seem to have been any meaningful 
project reporting system that might have enabled C2C management to monitor progress 
effectively.  Freedom of Information requests, to both SCC and C2C, for copies of scope and 
budget change documentation returned no change notifications or requests other than a 
request to use “funding flexibility”.  This suggests that SCC had failed to notify C2C of any 
of the scope/delivery/budget changes since C2C Board approval in 2015.   
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The impact of scope changes/reductions on budget allocations, and vice versa, passed 
unnoticed.  This is down to a reporting system logging changes to spend but not changes to 
the scope itself.  As far as those exercising oversight were concerned SCC were constructing 
exactly what they had contracted to build.  
 
Escalation of design and management charges from those identified in the contract schedule 
is concerning.  This can only have been a deliberate action on the part of SCC.  Furthermore, 
spending reductions, on footpath widening and bus stop improvements, cannot be fully 
reconciled by spend in other areas.  That C2C not only failed to spot this adds to the questions 
regarding process quality and oversight at C2C and West Sussex County Council.   
 
 
Given the lack of project development and progress information on which to challenge SCC it 
is not surprising, then, that C2C permitted the increase in funding Surrey applied for.  
Consolidation of project funding contingency and the (inflated) design and management 
charges into the capital charges, along with the application to use “funding flexibility” to 
cover cost “increases”, passed unchallenged.  
 
Towards the end of 2017 C2C remunerated SCC in full, without any meaningful inspection 
and validation of delivery, it would seem as a consequence of SCC failure to provide C2C 
with information that would indicate they were executing anything other than the agreed 
programme.  C2C management remained in blissful ignorance. 
 
 
Overall, scope changes and poor attention to design and constructional detail have not only 
undermined benefits claimed in both the original application and the 2015 public 
consultations but have also undermined convenience and safety for cyclists, pedestrians, bus 
and rail passengers at and between the two stations and elsewhere in the town.   
 
As it currently stands rail and bus passengers face longer and more uncertain transit times 
between the stations and to other destinations, and pedestrians and cyclists face additional 
hazards using foot/cycle paths more congested than they need be and strewn with signage and 
equipment that accentuates, rather than mitigates, inconvenience and hazards.   
 
With the possible exception of a new cycle shelter, rail passengers at Deepdene are presented 
with not only minimal facilities and misleading information, but access and structural 
condition is as bad as it has ever been.  And primary platform and access structures continue 
to deteriorate unchecked and unrecognised. 
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Conclusions relative to C2C Project Objectives 
 
 
In its application Surrey County Council claimed the project met the “five transport 
objectives of Coast to Capital”.   
 
 

a) Connectivity: “Can I get where I want to go?”   
 
Far from aiding infrastructure users, the project adds to confusion, misdirects rail and 
bus passengers and, potentially, brings them, along with pedestrians and cyclists, into 
conflict with one another. 
 
 

b) Reliability: “Will I arrive when I expect?”   
 
The information provided by the new signage and electronic information is 
inconsistent, confusing and mis-directs not only rail and bus passengers but also 
pedestrians and cyclists, adding journey time and reducing journey reliability.  In 
some instances signage directs pedestrians and cyclists towards longer and more 
hazardous routes. 
 
 

c) Capacity: “Will I get a seat, a parking space, a clear road?”  
 
There is no evidence the project adds real capacity, in any terms. 
 
 

d) Quality: “Will my journey be healthy, safe, clean, sustainable and enjoyable?”    
 
None of the improvements necessary to make this a reality have been delivered.   
 
 

e) Resilience: “Will transport be there when I need it – 24/7?” The station will be a 
better and more attractive place to travel through during wet conditions and 
evenings in particular. Where some users may be deterred from using the train 
when it is dark, cold, raining, they will benefit from a pleasant waiting 
environment, to feel safe and secure.   
 
Not delivered. 

 
 
There is no evidence that, at the present time any of these objectives will be met.  Indeed, it is 
more likely the project will have the opposite effect; increasing hazards and reducing 
convenience for pedestrians, cyclists, bus and rail passengers alike. 
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3) Investigation Process 
 
The representation below, is based on public information accessed under Freedom of 
Information.  It has been developed as a visualization aid in analysis of the sequence of events 
and decisions, from the earliest project stage to the present time.  It is a working document 
developed for the purpose of guiding investigations, communicating status and informing 
discussions with stakeholders and the community.  As such it remains a living, working, 
document describing a “state of play” at a specific time (based on information accessed up to 
April 2018). 
 
 

 
 
 
For analysis purposes the application process is assumed to have begun when the call for 
applications was issued, sometime around Spring/Summer 2014.  The underlying process 
itself falls into three, fairly distinct, phases:  the period up to project approval, in March 2015; 
the following period up to signature of the contract with C2C, in February 2016; and the 
subsequent period up to the suggested final project completion date, June 2018. 
 
It is not yet clear what contribution local Mole Valley elected members made to project 
development, in terms of scope and oversight, however it is unlikely that officers would have 
presented the funding application without the, at least tacit, approval of some, if not all, the 
members of Mole Valley Local Committee.   
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It is also not clear how many of the elected members were engaged through the project 
development, decision and execution process and what their role was. Only three of the 
county councillors for Mole Valley appear in Freedom of Information documentation, only 
one of whom represents the wards the project aimed to benefit.   
 

Spring 2014 – End-March 2015. 
 
Other than the information in Surrey’s application document, it is not clear what specific 
project requirements, and constraints, the Department of Communities and Local Government 
(via C2C) placed on applications for grants from the Growth Fund.  Nor is it clear what the 
role of local Surrey County Councillors was in development of the application.  
 
 
What is known is that, in October 2014, Surrey approached three organizations; Sustrans, 
Transport for Surrey and Mole Valley District Council; to support the application.  It is not 
known how detailed an information pack was sent, but their support letters were received in 
mid-December 2014 and appear in the application.   
 
No local organizations were approached, not even those known to have a specific interest in 
infrastructure in the town, notably Dorking Town Forum, Mole Valley Cycling Forum, Mole 
Valley Access Group and former board members of the Dorking Market Town Health Check.   
 
In March 2015, an article appeared in the local newspaper publicising the proposed scheme 
and asking for comments on the proposals.  The paper is published on a Thursday and C2C 
requested comments by the following Monday, a five-day notice period. 
 
Dorking Town Forum immediately made representations to C2C, publicising the issue as 
widely as possible in the community and press and, as a consequence, C2C agreed to extend 
the deadline by two weeks.   
 
The application named the three supporting organizations contacted by SCC and included 
copies of their response.  These were received more than three months prior to public 
notification.  For reasons unknown, C2C, along with the applicants, withheld project 
application details for more than two months before releasing to the press and local residents.  
When challenged at a meeting with DTF, some weeks after the consultation notice appeared, 
C2C could give no reason for the delay in issuing the notice. 
 
The application, whilst moderately detailed provided little detail on underlying costs and, 
further, qualified the scope by suggesting some elements would be subject to “feasibility”. 
 
 
Responses, from local organizations and individuals, to the proposals challenged a couple of 
major conceptual issues.  Most notably, responses questioned the wisdom of investing 
substantial sums of money in Deepdene’s 50-year old wooden platforms, in questionable 
condition, a facility well beyond its economic life.  There were also questions regarding 
widening of footpaths to accept both cycle traffic and an increase in pedestrian traffic whilst 
ignoring the possibility of utilising the underused A24 pedestrian tunnel alongside. 
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For its part C2C commissioned an outside consultancy, Parsons Brinkerhoff (PB), to carry out 
an independent evaluation of the proposed scheme.  PB evaluated a number of aspects of the 
application, including major technical, financial and schedule risks.  There appears to have 
been little in the way of informed challenge of SCC, their review consisting of e-mail 
questions (four only) and interview by phone.  The study reported that some elements of the 
scope were subject to feasibility but did not elaborate or challenge.  Most surprising there was 
no site visit and PB made only superficial comments on the key items of risk in the proposal.   
 
The consultants made a positive recommended and the C2C Board approved the project, with 
unchanged scope and references to feasibility studies, in late March 2015. 
 
 
Spring 2015 - Early February 2016 (contract signature) 
 
SCC formed a dedicated project group, the first meeting of which was held in May 2015 in 
preparation for the public consultation.   
 
There was little in-house activity on the part of SCC and/or FGW until the official SCC 
public consultation, a series of events and site visits, in early June 2015, at which Surrey 
presented the scheme unmodified by previous consultation responses.  During the site visit 
members of DTF, MVCF and others repeated the concerns and highlighted conceptual issues 
and alternatives.  Mole Valley Local Committee approved the scheme, with no major changes 
from the application, at their September meeting. 
 
No further project team meetings were held until October 2015, at which point the team 
began refining and adding detail to the scope of individual elements.  Team membership 
appears to have been fluid, but indications are that, in addition to SCC officers, staff from 
FGW, Southern and MVDC participated in some, if not all, of the meetings. 
 
Whilst the first meeting confirmed the proposed widening of footpaths alongside the A24 and 
in Station Approach, notes of the second project meeting, in October 2015, suggest that that 
the intention, now, was to keep the footpath at its existing width of ca.3m and, it is assumed, 
install a 1.5m cycle lane on the carriageway, between parked cars and the highway (there is 
no mention of cycle lane re-location in meeting notes).  However, drawings produced in 
November 2015 showed no trace of the proposed re-positioned on-carriageway cycle lane 
arrangements.  And path width increases alongside the A24 London Road, which might have 
accommodated the suggested additional footfall and cycle traffic, had disappeared 
completely.   
 
Phase I Safety Audits (pre-design) of all on-carriageway infrastructure improvements had 
been planned for December of 2015 but were postponed and, eventually, combined with the 
Phase II post-design audit, but not until the end of February 2016, more than a month after the 
design was frozen and delivery contract signed.  Comments and changes expected by the 
safety auditors were only cosmetic (see later section on safety) despite, as would later be 
determined, major safety and regulatory infractions. 
 
 
The team were told, at the first project meeting, in May 2015, that the bus shelter 
management contract had expired, leaving the way clear to re-develop the stops as proposed. 
Whilst, it later became known, the bus shelters were owned by Mole Valley District Council, 
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along with (presumably) the management contract, there is no evidence of discussions to 
upgrade the existing bus stops in any of the e-mail correspondence between SCC and MVDC. 
This despite MVDC explicit support for the project.   
 
That said, from the first meeting FGW were pushing to have electronic bus information re-
located to the platforms of Deepdene station, despite the fact that they were providing no 
funds to do so.  Discussions also started early about installing RTPI bus information at 
Dorking Main station, again with no evidence of any funding from Southern, the station 
leaseholder.   
 
It is not clear when, and by whom, the decision to transfer funding and install RTPI at 
Dorking Main was taken.  SCC carried out a survey of pedestrian, bus and rail passenger 
movements in late September 2015.  However, this was not presented to the team until 
November and was, in any case, interpreted in such a way to justify scope changes driven by 
others, rather than provide an opportunity to not only challenge those changes but also test 
them against project aims. 
 
There is nothing in correspondence between SCC and Southern to indicate the team had 
concluded an agreement with Southern but it is clear, from meeting notes around 
November/December 2015, that a decision had been made to transfer funding from the 
approved RTPI scheme to bus stops at Dorking Main.  There is, however, no record of the 
detail.   
 
A discussion with C2C was also on-going, funding agreement issues (on the part of West 
Sussex) initially causing problems (it is not known what these were).  Meeting notes from 
October 2015 indicated that an attempt was also made, by SCC to leverage additional funding 
from C2C, an approach that was turned down.   
 
 
By late 2015 the project team were told the contract with Clear Channel for the bus stops had 
become an obstacle to introducing the contracted improvements at the A24 bus stops.  The 
only “improvement” proposed for the A24 bus stops now consisted of installation of raised 
kerbs at A and E (these were never installed). 
 
Meeting notes at this time also suggested FGW would start on-station construction shortly.  
However, at the time of SCC/C2C contract signature, in early February 2016, and in spite of 
statements in the contract document, a signed agreement between SCC and GWR did not 
exist.   
 
It is clear that negotiations on an agreement between SCC and GWR were not going well.  It 
would appear that the initial sticking point was the costs quoted by SCC in their submission 
to C2C.  Correspondence, in October 2015, suggests that, unlike SCC, GWR had not included 
contingency in their quote for the cost of on-station work, shifting the balance of financial 
risk.  Other than that, there is little information regarding the full extent of the issues between 
the two during this period. 
 
It would take until mid-October 2016, six months after the on-station work was supposed to 
be completed, and 18 months after C2C board approval, for that agreement to be signed.  By 
that time the 2016/17 funding window had been missed and it wasn’t until summer 2017 that 
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work would finally commence on the station.  There is also no evidence of any form of 
written agreement between SCC and Southern, for works on their station lease.   
 
 
February 2016 to the present. 
 
SCC and C2C signed the funding contract on 2nd February 2016, with a contract scope that 
differed little from that of the original application, 2015 consultation (June) and scheme 
subsequently approved by Mole Valley Local Committee (in September 2015).  However, 
major changes to the original scope had already been made, though neither the Mole Valley 
Local Committee nor local community nor C2C were informed or consulted.  Elected 
members not being informed, at least formally, of team decisions on scope changes until the 
March 2016 meeting of Mole Valley Local Committee.   
 
 
Changes consisted of reducing widening of the footpath alongside the A24 London Road to 
more or less zero.  Improvements to bus stops B and E had been removed whilst the proposed 
town centre RTPI, at the St. Martins Walk shopping centre, never appeared in the discussions.  
That said, minor improvements, specifically raised kerbs, were still indicated.  Improvements 
to bus stop A remained, but the SCC officer responsible was now suggesting this would be 
held up until “Phase II” (there is no Phase II, let alone funding source for Phase II).  
Furthermore, despite statements (by Southern) re-affirming the 1m widening of Station 
Approach, examination of drawings issued around the time suggest that had already been 
reduced to no more than 60cm. 
 
As regards Wayfinding, by now it had been made clear that a decision had been made, 
elsewhere in SCC, to install information “totems” (such as are used in Guildford, Woking and 
Kingston upon Thames).  There is no mention of signage at Deepdene itself until October of 
2016, about the same time that the agreement was finally reached with FGW. 
 
During mid-year 2016 the proposal to install information totems was presented to a meeting 
of Dorking Town Forum by an officer from Mole Valley District Council.  Other than the 
materials presented at the meeting little or no information about the project was given other 
than the plan to install information totems.   
 
It later became known that SCC and MVDC had, earlier, commissioned a study by WS 
Atkins the resulting report(s) from which the proposal had been developed.  The study reports 
were withheld from members of DTF and the local community (but later obtained under 
Freedom of Information requests).  There was no discussion of an inventory of existing 
signage, and problems, either within the project team or with the local community. 
 
 
The C2C contract contains a detailed breakdown of the budgets for both on-highway and on-
station improvements.  Within two months of contract signature, a new budget had been 
drafted by SCC, a budget that bore little relation to that in contract.  The revised budget 
reflected the cost impact of scope changes, but refrained from identification of the changes, 
and the contingency element had been fully consolidated.  However, one item of costs, the 
“design and management” element of the on-highway budget, had now been inflated from the 
original £40,250 to £100,000.  It is not clear whether SCC shared this information with C2C 
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and/or local elected members either at the time or subsequently (by this time involvement was 
limited to three of the six councillors). 
 
Contractually, SCC were obligated to inform C2C of any scope changes and, further, obtain 
approval before instating the changes.  Specific requests to both SCC and C2C for the 
documentation, under Freedom of Information, produced no evidence of contract variations.  
That infers that SCC officers neglected to inform C2C of scope changes, let alone obtain 
approval.   
 
 
However, C2C management were not happy regarding SCC’s project delivery, and not only 
on this project.  In July 2016 C2C wrote to SCC’s Transport Policy Manager to raise the lack 
of progress on this and a number of other projects funded by C2C, suggesting that an urgent 
discussion was required.  There is no detail of the discussion available and it is not clear if the 
meeting went ahead.  
 
 
In the August 2017 SCC generated, internally, a report on expenditures and expected final 
out-turn for the project (see section on finances).  By now C2C had allowed SCC to transfer 
additional funding to the project, under a mechanism termed “funding flexibility”, based on 
an estimated final cost of, by now, £832,00.  Unfortunately, other than in the original contract 
budget, there is no clarity or transparency of GWR’s budget for on-station scope (although 
construction didn’t really start until about this time).  It is known, however, that their original 
construction estimate contained no contingency, unlike SCC in their on-highways budget, it 
being a “raw” estimate for budgeting purposes.   
 
 
Even at this time SCC still presented costs in terms of the original scope, despite the fact the 
(now constructed) facility improvements bore little resemblance to those in the contract 
scope.  As far as can be determined, from correspondence and discussions with staff from the 
organization, C2C were completely unaware of the many changes in scope instituted by 
Surrey and FGW and, further, the impact on the contract budget. 
 
 
During this period DTF obtained copies of station inspection reports, for Deepdene, from 
Network Rail (although the inspections were, apparently, commissioned by First Great 
Western).  From these it was apparent that there no detailed current inspection reports had 
been available at the time the application was made.  Furthermore, there was no evidence that 
FGW or NR had commissioned these prior to or during the definition stage of the project. 
 
The lack of clarity in the station scope and budget makes it difficult to establish the detail of 
the individual elements of the station scope but, from commencement of construction, in 
summer 2017, through to completion it became clear that the condition of timber- and steel-
work at the station had been ignored. 
 
 
It is understood C2C visited the site only in summer 2017 following which, DTF were later 
told, they reimbursed project costs in full.  The letter from Dorking Town Forum, in early 
October, calling into question SCC’s project delivery, came as a complete shock. 
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4) Project Delivery  
 
 
The first indication of implementation problems came with works on A24 footpath element, 
in mid-2016, when it became obvious that the A24 London Road footpath had not been 
widened.  As the project continued more and more deviations from the agreed scope emerged 
and an evidence base of documentation and photographs developed.  Deviations break down 
into the following: 
 
 

a)   Footpath widening/cycle lane re-location:  None in London Road and, 
effectively, no usable widening in Station Approach; 

 
b)   Bus stop improvements:  None at the three target bus stops on the A24 and, 

specifically, no real-time bus information at these locations; 
 
c)   Signage and bus information:  Inconsistent and confusing, both at Deepdene 

Station and further afield; 
 
d)   Safety and quality issues:  Numerous, both during construction and as a result 

of the infrastructure scope changes and signage, along with equipment 
installations post-safety auditing.  Various beaches of statutory requirements; 

 
e) Considerable delay in station work combined with significant and persistent 

failures and poor quality of what has, to date, been constructed.  Timber- and 
steel-work condition ignored; 

 
f)   Project and financial management issues:  Significant, including poor scope 

development, scope drift and cost control/allocation; 
 
g)   Accounting and oversight issues:  Significant, both on the part of SCC and 

C2C, with evidence of unaccountable cost inflation, allocation and spending. 
 
 

Members of Dorking Town Forum instituted an investigation into the project, its defects 
and spending.  Other organizations also carried out investigations, independently, on 
areas of specific interest. 

 
 

A detailed description appears in the following sections: 
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5a)   On-Highway Delivery (Surrey County Council) 
 
 
Footpath Widening and Cycle Route 
 
The project was to include improvements in footpath path capacity for pedestrians and 
cyclists between Deepdene Station and Dorking Main.   
 
In a report to Mole Valley Local Committee, in September 2015, officers confirmed the 
section alongside the A24 London Road, an existing shared use path, would be widened by up 
to 1.5m and the section in Station Approach would be widened by at least a metre, and 
converted to shared use.  Mole Valley Local Committee approved the plan at that meeting. 
 
 
A24 London Road  
 
Multiple versions of what was to be provided appear in documentation, the scope evolving 
over time.   
 

The scope consulted on and confirmed in the 
C2C contract was, originally, to be achieved 
by swapping the existing on-road cycle lane 
with local parking, placing the cycle lane 
adjacent to the footway, increasing the 
combined width by at least 1m.  (It is not 
clear whether the revised arrangement was 
to be one- or two-way and/or grade 
separated/segregated.) 
 
The officers report to Mole Valley Local 
Committee, in June 2015, suggested the 

footpath was to be widened by up to 1.5m, but with no reference to the lane swap in the 
original application.  Notes of project team meetings in 2015, combined with the drawing 
registers, suggest the footway was originally to be widened, although it’s not clear by how 
much. 
 

In the event none of these configurations 
were constructed.  Notes of the team 
meeting, and drawing register entry, of 
January 2016 clearly state footpath widening 
was to be removed and the scope 
modification limited to maintaining a fixed 
footpath width of 3m, so relatively 
unchanged, along the entire section between 
Deepdene Station and Lincoln Road.   
 
Team meeting notes suggest that engineers 

determined that, in London Road, an at-grade cycle lane between parked cars and a footpath 
created a high risk of car doors being opened into the cycle lane/path (a point that could, and 
should, have been addressed before submitting the original application scope).  On safety 
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grounds the team decided to not only to remove the cycle lane between footpath and parked 
cars, but also to reduce the planned footpath widening from 3.5m to no more than 3m, despite 
there being a continuing hazard of car doors being opened into the path of what was projected 
to be an increasing flow of cyclists and pedestrians.   
 
 
In the event the existing path alongside the A24, London Road was widened by only a few 
centimetres (no more than 30-40cm, at the northern end) and the path re-kerbed, retaining an 
average width limited to 3m (kerb to wall).   
 
From the point of view of cyclist’s, however, the usable width is significantly less than that, 
vertical obstructions reducing effective safe width to well below the kerb to wall dimension.   
 
Most cycle guidance requires a lateral clearance of 30 – 50cm from vertical obstructions. The 
most recent guidance on shared use cycle routes also requires a kerb edge separation of 50cm 
from carriageways at 40mph, reducing the usable width further. 
 

A more worrying development occurred, 
post-Stage III safety audit, with the 
installation of monitoring equipment for, it 
would appear, pedestrian and/or cycle use, 
accentuating the door opening hazard.  This 
did not appear in any of the plans/drawings 
used for the consultation, nor does it appear 
in the scheme budget.   
 
The installation not only reduces the 

(physically) available width, from 3m to 2.5m, but also inserts a sharp-edged metal box at 
about handlebar height. 
 
The combination of these changes further erodes safety margins, reducing the effective safe, 
path width for cyclists to no more than 1.5 - 1.7m. 
 
 
Station Approach 
 
Whilst A24 London Road lies on public land, as does the Lincoln Road junction, Station 
Approach itself sits on land owned by Network Rail (NR), much of which is leased by 
Southern Railway Company (Southern).  It is not clear, from meeting notes, whether Network 
Rail were present and directly involved in scope and design discussions, or whether Southern 
were the responsible party on their behalf.  Most of the discussions regarding widening were, 
as far as can be established under Freedom of Information, conducted with Southern.   
 
From meeting notes, and associated correspondence and drawings, it can be ascertained that 
the intention to widen by 1m remained well into the design phase. At some point, in mid-late 
2016, this was reduced by approximately half, from the overall path width of 3.5m originally 
proposed, to 3m maximum. 
 
The funding application for widening the path, to about 3.5m, anticipated future increases in 
pedestrian flow to the station and there are no documented reasons for this decision. 
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Previous to the project it was not legal to 
cycle on the footpath, and cyclists would, 
generally not present in the stream of 
pedestrians.  Considering the high level of 
pedestrian use the original footpath was, at 
about 2.4m, insufficiently wide to 
accommodate shared use with cyclists.  
Adding cyclists into the mix not only adds to 
the intensity of use but also creates a new 
hazard.  The exits of the public house/hotel 
open directly onto the pavement, with no 
clear line of sight in either direction.   

 
Surrey County Council Design guidance, for shared use cycle paths with blind exits, requires 
a marked clear zone of at least 1m alongside blind entrances. Other guidance sources refer to 
a need to check sight lines in such situations, not only for cyclists but also pedestrians and 
vehicles exiting blind. 
 

Hotel patrons would be exiting at all hours 
of the day and, given the limited width and 
lack of safety margin, the risk of a pedestrian 
stepping into the path of a cyclists is 
significant. Adding a 1m safety zone results 
in an effective narrowing of the usable path 
(for cyclists). The lack of a marked safety 
zone creates a high risk of pedestrian/cyclist 
conflict in the future. 
 
This issue was highlighted during the public 
consultations, both verbally and in written 

form and it is clear that these concerns were ignored not only during the specification and 
design phases but also during the safety audits.   
 
That said, it is questionable whether, given the intensity of pedestrian use of this particular 
stretch of footpath, even the original proposed 1m widening would have provide sufficient 
additional space to reduce the increased risk of conflict between pedestrians and cyclists.  Nor 
is it clear that the relatively narrow residual carriageway, intensively used by public transport 
vehicles, along with drain connection limitations, would provide scope to widen the footpath 
further. 
 
 
Re-Signage of Cycle Routes 
 
Although not referred to in either the scope or consultation, the combination of signs, old and 
new, at Deepdene station and further north, along with road markings at the junction with 
Station Approach, suggests there is a safe cycle route to Leatherhead via the A24 east side 
footpaths, through the Pixham Lane and Burford Bridge roundabouts (see next page). 
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As far as can be established, this was never mentioned in any of the project reports, project 
scope, consultation documents and safety audits.  The sign at Deepdene station (inset, below 
left, top) directs cyclist to follow the path to the north.  The (new) second sign (at bus stop B, 
inset, inset below left, bottom) directs pedestrians and cyclists, the latter somehow already on 
the footpath, to continue on the path towards Deepdene station to the Town Centre; “give 
way” lines at the junction reinforce this idea.  

  

   
Not only have Surrey never designated the footpath as “shared use” between the Lincoln 
Road junction and Pixham Roundabout, as required by highways legislation, but, as the right-
hand image highlights, the path is well below any acceptable width requirements, even if not 
obstructed by the many poles for lighting, signs and traffic lights.  
 

Further north along the A24, at Mickleham, 
the east side cyclepath merges with the 
carriageway forcing cyclist to cycle the 
wrong way up the dual carriageway.  The 
reason being the path was never designed to 
take anything other than southbound cycle 
traffic.   
 
There is no possibility that the A24 east side 
path can be considered as a safe and 
convenient route to Leatherhead for cyclists. 
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Bus Stop Improvements and Real Time Passenger Information 
 
The funding application, March and June consultations (of 2015) and contract scope proposed 
improvements to bus stops alongside the A24, London Road.   
 
Improvements were to comprise new shelters, new seating and real time passenger 
information at three stops; Stop A, just north of the railway bridge on the west side, for buses 
to Westhumble and Leatherhead; Stop B, adjacent to the junction with Lincoln Road and 
Station Approach; and Stop E, some 100m from Deepdene station on the A24 and used by all 
bus routes to Dorking Town Centre and elsewhere on the A24/A25 corridors.  Stops A and E, 
designated stops for rail replacement services, would feature additional, rail specific, 
information.  Furthermore, in the application there is reference to the provision of real time 
bus information at St. Martins Walk shopping centre (in Dorking town centre), near where 
rail passengers catch buses to the two principal railway stations. 
 
 
Not only have none of these improvements have been delivered but, with the exception of 
RTPI at a bus stop in South Street, the only RTPI installed is at Deepdene and Dorking Main 
station exits and exclusive to (meaning only visible to) rail passengers exiting each of the two 
stations.   
 

 
Project team meeting notes reveal the responsibility for bus stops in Surrey has been 
contracted out to a company called Clear Channel.  It is not known the precise nature of the 
relationship with Surrey or, for that matter, MVDC however at the first project team meeting, 
in May 2015, the SCC officer responsible clearly stated that the Clear Channel contract had 
expired.  (Note: It was (much) later determined that the shelters themselves are owned by 
Mole Valley District Council, who supported the original funding application and participated 
in delivery of some project elements.) 
 
Even if the improvements could not be installed immediately, that should have provided the 
opportunity to introduce contractual amendments necessary to facilitate any future proposed 
improvements.  
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For some reason this was not taken up as, in March 2016, it was being reported to the team 
that they would have to wait for the end of the (presumable just renewed) contract before 
instituting improvements to any stops.   
 
By the beginning of 2016 most of the improvements to Stops B and E had been dropped from 
the scheme.  In the case of the latter because officers claimed, following an audit of passenger 
use, bus stop E was little used.  However, no attempt was made to understand either the 
causes of underuse or recognise the requirement to cater for rail replacement buses (identified 
in the project proposal).  Furthermore, the officer responsible is now also proposing deferring 
improvements to Stop A into “Phase II” of the project (there is no Phase II).   
 
The only improvement remaining from the approved scheme was, by now, installation of 
raised kerbs at bus stops A and E.  In the event neither of these were installed. 
 
 
Throughout the period May 2015 to March 2016 there is a continuous dialogue with, and 
lobbying by, both FGW and Southern to install RTPI within the boundaries of their respective 
stations.  At Deepdene FGW proposed placing the RTPI on the platforms themselves, an 
exclusive facility for their passengers.  At Dorking Mainline station Southern had, a few years 
earlier, revised the forecourt, enhancing arrangements for public transport by installing three 
island bus stops with new shelters.  They now proposed make use of (project) funds to install 
RTPI at these stops. Southern were not party to the original agreement and, as far as can be 
established, made no financial contribution to the scheme. 
 
This is, in fact, what has happened, with RTPI now exclusive to customers of Southern and 
FGW.  Even so execution has generated problems for rail passengers wanting to travel to 
Dorking Town Centre, and elsewhere in the district, by bus. 
 
 

 
 
The photos above show information screens at both locations.  On the left is the electronic 
screen at one of the exits of Deepdene Station, on the right one of the screens at Dorking 
Mainline.   
 
The screens on the left can only be viewed by passengers leaving Deepdene Station, they are 
invisible to bus passengers approaching the station on foot from elsewhere.   
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The information directs passengers seeking buses to Dorking Town Centre and beyond to 
walk to bus stands at Dorking Mainline Station, some 400m away in the opposite direction to 
the town, rather than bus stop E, some 100m along the A24 (and the same side of the road) in 
the direction of the town centre, adding significantly to journey time and risk.   
 
All buses heading to Dorking town centre, and further to the west, stop at bus stop E.  It is 
entirely feasible for a rail passenger to leave Deepdene at the same time as their bus leaves 
Dorking Main and walk to Bus Stop E in time to catch that bus.  Walking to Dorking main, as 
directed, they will miss the bus by a considerable margin.  
 
 
At Dorking Mainline, right hand photo, the information is simply uninformative.  Strangers to 
the area will be unaware that the 32 bus runs via Dorking Town Centre to Guildford (where 
the bus station is at the Friary Shopping Centre) and that the 465 runs to Dorking Town 
Centre (terminating at a stop called Rose Hill, on the far side of the town centre).   
 
Only regular bus users would be aware of this and for strangers to the area RTPI information 
provided is confusing and unhelpful. 
 
This is an area wide problem, as similarly confusing information appearing on RTPI screens 
at other SCC bus stops in Mole Valley.  Somewhat oddly, though, bus information screens at 
Deepdene are error free in this respect. 
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Wayfinding and Signage. 
 
Examination of notes of project team meetings reveals little or no discussion of the 
waymarking element of the project until February 2016, when a note appears suggesting that 
£25,000 would be far too little to install “the minimum of 6 totems”.  Meeting notes suggest 
that participants, which included a MVDC officer, discussed other sources of additional 
funding, including Mole Valley District Council.   
 
At the following meeting it was suggested that (WS) Atkins be asked to submit a quote for a 
wayfinding study.  Scope and budgetary constraints and the criticality of information 
requirements to delivering the project objectives were not mentioned and there is no evidence 
that the team considered potential conflicts with existing signage.   
 
Information totems had been used previously in a number of Surrey towns and it is clear, 
from the beginning, that whichever department was involved at Surrey had, along with 
Atkins, already decided this was the optimum solution.   
 
Eventually WS Atkins submitted a series of reports, the first in May 2016, some three months 
after the contract with C2C was signed.  By this time the scope appears to have expanded to 
cover most of the town and re-affirmed the preferred solution of information “totems”.  Only 
three of the locations were in the vicinity the two stations, i.e. conforming with the original 
wayfinding scope, and one of those, at the junction of Lincoln Road and the A24, would 
feature a (cheaper) multi-fingerboard post. 
 
Information Signage 
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The photo on the previous page shows the signs that greet visitors to Dorking at the southern 
exit of Deepdene Station, (clockwise from the top left) and presents a prime example of the 
inconsistency and conflict created through changes to signage: 
 
- Dorking Magistrates Court closed some five years ago, the site is currently in the process 

of re-development as retirement apartments; 
 

- It is not possible to cycle to Leatherhead on this (east) side of the A24 and, despite 
reinforcing signage and road markings further north, the path is neither viable nor legal; 
 

- Bus Stop E is to the left, 100m away towards Dorking Town Centre, not on the far side 
of the carriageway; 
 

- Pedestrians heading for Denbies via this side of the carriageway would have to cross at 
two uncontrolled junction crossings.  The second, across a busy dual carriageway, being 
particularly hazardous.  An alternative, safer, route is to cross over and use the west side 
footpath, but this is not signed; 
 

- The Tourist information box is redundant and has remained unused since the local tourist 
office closed around ten years ago; 

 
- The RTPI screen directs bus passengers to the bus stands at Dorking Main station, 400m 

away, as opposed to Bus Stop E only 100m away in the direction of (bus) travel to the 
town centre.  All buses heading to Dorking Town Centre stop at this bus stop, as well as 
rail replacement buses, and it is far more convenient and quicker than walking to Dorking 
Main railway station. 
 

- The majority of directions lead passengers to the far side of the road but there is no sign 
there whether their destinations are to the left or right.  Bus Stop A is particularly hard to 
see and determine (there’s no letter indicator). 

 
- Information totem, photo below, hidden behind the RTPI screen at the exit from 

Deepdene Station, adds to the confusion.   
 
The mix of statutory signs, “ad-hoc” layouts, colours and fonts 
on totems and signs make visual interpretation of directional 
information complex, non-intuitive and not the work of a 
moment.  It is likely that it will take passengers some time to 
interpret directional information, all the while obstructing 
egress from the station. 
 
To add further confusion the wayfinding “totem suggests there 
are two bus stops nearby, but not the two indicated by the 
signage, but fails to provide letter coding of individual bus stops 
on the map (a problem common to all totem maps installed 
around the town).  This problem is further compounded by 
omitting any reference to Bus Stop E. 
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Positioning of information totems elsewhere in the town leaves a lot to be desired.  In one 
case a totem reduces the width of an already narrow footpath, despite the availability of a 
conveniently placed wider section nearby (below left) 
 
In another case the totem, (below right), is positioned as if to cause maximum obstruction 
whilst, at the same time, ignoring the nearby layby (conveniently) located in front of major 
public buildings where it would be also visible to passing motorists.  
 

 
 
 
Signage continues to confuse failure to consider sightlines and visibility when positioning 
signs (as is also evident in positioning of statutory signage (later)). 
 
The fingerboards, photo below left, are supposed to direct pedestrians, coming from 
Deepdene and Dorking main stations, towards the Town Centre.  Whilst the directions to the 
Town Centre are clearly visible to those heading away from the town towards the station, 
they are completely invisible to anyone visiting the town, by train, and attempting to find the 
Town Centre.  Even if the boards were not obscured by foliage, juxtaposition of the boards 
either side of the post prevents anyone from reading them at a distance. 
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The lack of any kind of inventory, and rationalization, of existing signage is a major 
contributing factor to the inconsistency and contradictions of the final signage scheme.  
Signage, particularly in the immediate vicinity of the stations, will have the opposite effect to 
that desired, making life more difficult for all transport users. 
 
 
Statutory Signage and Road Markings. 
 
Although not strictly part of the Wayfinding element of the programme, on-highways works 
have required revisions to and, in some places new, statutory signage and road markings.  
These have appeared on both sides of the A24, in the vicinity of Deepdene Station and Station 
Approach.   
 
In almost all cases the signage is at best misleading and, sometimes, hazardous to comply 
with, even when it meets statutory requirements.   
 
 
West side of A24 
 
As a consequence of comments from local elected representatives, signage was 
“strengthened” on the west side of the A24, on the approach to and adjacent to Bus Stop A.   
 
Additional signage, intended to direct northbound cyclists up the ramp to Croft Avenue, has 
been installed adjacent to the ramp.  These signs are, as can be seen from the picture (below 
left), virtually invisible to moving cyclists or in the dark. 
 
Further north (photo below right) the signage suggests that cyclists are banned from cycling 
across the entrance to Croft Avenue and on the footpath beyond that.   

 
Markings on the path in that section further complicate matters.  Noting the “give-way” lines; 
visual information suggests that northbound cyclists should use the west side of the line and 
southbound the right side of the line.  That infers the section is a divided cycle path, rather 
than segregated footpath. 
 
The section of footpath from Croft Avenue to Ashcombe Road, is a segregated, dual use, two-
way, path and has been for many years.  The signs contradict that.  It should also be noted 
that, segregated or divided, the path does not comply with “Inclusive Mobility” guidance. 
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Southbound signage on this side of the A24 carriageway is similarly confusing.  Although not 
detailed here, signage on this side of the A24 is subject of a separate, more detailed, 
complaint by Mole Valley Cycling Forum submitted to Mole valley Local Committee in early 
2018. 
 
On the east side of the A24 signage is equally concerning.   
 

Direction signage at Deepdene Station 
suggests there is a direct route to 
Leatherhead via the A24 east side footpath 
to the Pixham Lane junction, photo to left.   
 
This has never been the case and it is 
hazardous to do so.  The path has not been 
subjected to the statutory and safety 
processes necessary to permit its use by 
cyclists.  In any case, the path does not meet 
minimum width requirements for shared 
cycle/pedestrian use and is frequently 

obstructed by lighting and traffic management posts, further reducing the effective width. 
 
Beyond the Burford Bridge roundabout, towards Leatherhead, additional issues prevent use 
by northbound cyclists (see section on safety).   
 
 
Junction of Station Approach/Lincoln Road.   
 

Here there is considerable confusion caused 
by cross hatch road markings.  Although 
these markings conform to statutory road 
marking practices (TSRGD 2016), it is not 
clear whether drivers, leaving the A24, are 
allowed to cross the hatched area to access 
Lincoln Road or whether they have to 
continue through the station forecourt and, 
returning, turn left into Lincoln Road. 
 
Furthermore, officers ignored requests to 
install a “yellow box” at the entrance to 
Lincoln Road to prevent vehicles, waiting in 

Station Approach to enter the A24, from blocking access to Lincoln Road.  This issue has 
implication in that, at peak times, vehicles queuing to enter Lincoln Road can back up onto 
the A24 carriageway, contributing to the existing congestion in this vicinity. 
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On-Highway Safety Issues 
 
In the course of project development there have been numerous breaches of safety, and 
related, regulations and design guidance.   
 
Some of the hazards had been identified and raised at the public consultation stage but were 
not addressed either by the project or safety audit teams.  Some were added during both 
design and construction stages.  Some hazards have been created by additions post Stage III 
safety audit. 
 
 
Station Approach shared use footpath. 
 
The scheme proposed widening the footpath in Station Approach by 1m and converting to 
shared use.  Project team notes suggest this widening remained throughout the design process.  
However, as constructed, the increase in width is about half that. 
 
There are between 150 and 200 cycle movements in and out of the station cycle parking 
facility each day, with a small number of folding bike users entering the station itself.  (The 
cycle parking is in the far distance. and just out of shot. to the left of the photo,)  
 
Few of these cyclists use the footpath; the majority using the underpass; a smaller number 
remain on the carriageway with only a very few using the, previously, 2.4m wide footpath.   
 

  
During the June 2015 consultation a number of cyclists had pointed out the dangers of 
cyclists passing in front of blind openings, particularly the exits from the Lincoln Arms pub.  
SCC’s current Cycle Design Guidance highlights this hazard, mandating a 1m safety zone 
across frontages with blind openings and drives.  Other guidance refers to instituting 
measures to improve sightlines, but not specifically this type of hazard. 
 
There was no mention of the issue in project team discussions during the design development 
and decision phase.  Neither the Phase I/II (combined) nor Phase III safety audits mentioned, 
let alone addressed, this issue and there is no evidence that auditors considered public 
concerns raised during consultations.   
 
In the event the proposed widening was not delivered, path widening reduced by 40cm to 
create a constant 3m wide path, rather than the 3.5m path proposed, and contracted. 
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The photos on the previous page, both approximately the same scale, illustrate the issue at 
this location, indicating where, on the path, a 1m standoff would be.  The increase in 
constructed width is imperceptible, such as to be of little value.  The risk of a customer of the 
pub stepping out into the path of a cyclist is obvious. 
 
 
SCC safety auditors more often than not state, in the preamble to their audit report, that they 
do not inspect against design standards and guidance and it is clear the issue was, at no stage, 
considered.   SCC routinely combine Phase I and II safety audits into a single audit carried 
out after design of road schemes are complete, a point in the design process that means 
auditors findings are too late to be considered in the design.  
 
Transferring cyclist movements, plus the expected increase in pedestrian numbers, onto the 
footpath without considering the safety implications of blind exits is, in itself, a major error.  
But to then not deliver sufficient widening to mitigate against the potential hazards created by 
the combined cyclist/pedestrian stream questions the judgements and motivations of those 
involved. 
 
 
Junction of Lincoln Road and Station Approach. 
 
Additional statutory give-way markings have been added at the tactile paving at the junction 
with Lincoln Road, on the shared use path, creating a line of sight safety problem for cyclists 
(photo, below, top). 
 

The lower two photos illustrate the problem.   
 
The left hand shows the view available to a 
cyclist stationary at the lines.  There is no 
line of sight of on-coming vehicles in 
Lincoln Road at all.   
 
The second photo, on the other hand, 
illustrates the view available if the cyclist 
moves forward to the kerb, full line of sight 
of vehicles approaching in Lincoln Road. 
 
There is no reference to this use of give-way 
lines in this context in any cycle or 
pedestrian design guidance in the UK and, 
most importantly, it is not a statutory 
requirement to use them.  But, once 
installed, the lines are a statutory measure 
and cyclists are required to stop. 
 
Clearly there has been no consideration of 
the sight line issue at the design stage, an 
error further compounded by the failure of 
safety inspectors to pick this up. 
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Continuation of the shared use path towards Leatherhead. 
 
At some point a decision has been made to add additional signs, at Deepdene Station and near 
the junction with Station Approach/Lincoln Road, directing cyclists to use the A24 east side 
footpath to Leatherhead (left hand photo, below).  An existing sign, installed some years ago 
but never challenged, already does this but the new signage and path markings reinforces this.   

 

 
These cycle route directions were introduced without any reference to long standing statutory 
requirements and design guidance.  It is neither safe, as the second, right hand, photo 
highlights nor, as far as can be established, legal to follow this route. 
 
The east side cycle path, modified in the late 90’s, was never designed to accept northbound  
cyclists or pedestrians, only southbound, as can be seen in the photo below.  The geometry of 
the junction means both pedestrians and cyclists would have to use the main carriageway, 
illegal in the case of cyclists.   
 

Furthermore, neither of the paths, 
northbound or southbound, were designed 
to cater for counter flow cycling.   
 
The majority of the road is unlit and at 
night, in unlit sections, cyclists (along 
with pedestrians) using the path counter-
flow are frequently blinded by the 
headlights of the oncoming traffic. 
 
Despite this SCC have, over many years, 
erected signs directing cyclists heading to 
Leatherhead.to use the east side path. 
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Traffic Island at A24 junction  
 
Difficulties have also been experienced by vehicles, particularly longer vehicles, negotiating 
the Station Approach/Lincoln Road junction at the A24.  The project re-shaped the traffic 
island, elongating it by 2m towards the north, with little or no consideration of the effect the 
changed geometry would have on the long vehicles, i.e. buses and recovery vehicles, 
requiring access to both Station Approach and, further, into Lincoln Road. 
 

 
Long vehicles entering Station Approach from the south (turning right off the A24 west side 
carriageway, see photo) and, additionally, similar vehicles attempting to turn into Lincoln 
Road from the same direction, may be forced to mount the island. 
 
There have been reports of drivers, misled by the unchanged visual references (road markings 
and islands), being forced into evasive action having used road markings to guide the vehicle 
trajectory. 
 
Furthermore, the unchanged and complex road markings on the opposite side of the island 
cause further confusion.  Requests to install lane markings and a yellow box to reduce 
confusion and lane blocking for drivers of vehicles turning into Lincoln Road have been 
dismissed by Surrey’s engineers.  This issue had been brought up at the design stage but 
ignored by the project team. 
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Safety issues during construction 
 
Scheme construction itself created safety problems, albeit temporarily.  Two are illustrated in 
the photo, and photo inset, below. 
 
Firstly, the kerb extension obstructing vehicles in Station Approach.  The single warning cone 
(seen in the photo) was only placed there only after a complaint by a manager at a local office 
(office in the background) e-mailed SCC, noting that several vehicles, including buses, had 
struck the unmarked kerb. 
 

SCC claimed, in an e-mail to the original 
complainant, that this was not their 
responsibility, as Station Approach sits on 
private lease land and is the responsibility of 
Southern and/or Network Rail.  
Furthermore, they claimed, a schedule 
problem on the part of Southern had given 
rise to the issue, suggesting a distinct lack of 
coordination between SCC and Southern. 
 
The situation remained for several months 
until Southern contractors extended the 
footpath, in Station Approach, to align with 

the kerb extension.  In the intervening period warning cones had to be continuously replaced 
after being struck by vehicles on the carriageway 
 
Footpath widening works is within the scope of the Deepdene Project, funded by SCC.  
Under the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 (CDM 2015) SCC are 
defined as the “client” and have clearly defined responsibilities to protect all affected users. 
 
 
The second problem is the road table, (photos, above).  At the time the photos were taken 
road markings had been fully applied and, the photo suggests, construction is fully complete.  
However, the surface of the road table falls short of meeting the base of the dropped kerbs, by 
roughly 25mm on each side of the road.  After complaints by local users, temporary fillets 
were applied to provide access for wheelchairs and mobility scooters. 
 
It was not until some months later that contractors returned to raise the surface and re-apply 
the road markings, incurring additional cost.  It is not clear what this rectification cost was 
and how much was paid and by whom. 
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Additional on-highway hazards introduced post-Phase 3 safety audit.   
 
 
Following the Phase III Safety audit both SCC and FGW installed additional equipment, 
adding to the hazards discussed above. 
 
 
Monitoring Equipment – A24 London Road 
 
The first of these came with the introduction of pedestrian/cycling monitoring equipment on 
the A24 east side shared use path between Deepdene Station and its junction with Station 
Approach/Lincoln Road.  The equipment may well have been added as a means to comply 
with a (contractual) requirement to monitor usage.  The equipment has the effect of reducing 
overall physical path width from 3m to 2.5cm. 
 

National and local design guidance for 
cyclists mandates a 30-50cm safety margin 
be applied around vertical obstructions.  
 
This has the effect of reducing the effective 
(usable) width to 2.2m - 2m, well below any 
acceptable design standard/guidance. 
 
Furthermore, the most recent guidance on 
shared use cycle routes also requires a kerb 

edge separation of 50cm from carriageways at 40mph.  That said, whilst parked cars provide 
some protection, the issue of vehicle doors being opened into the path of cyclists and 
pedestrians reinforces the requirement for a physical offset.   The net result is that usable 
width is further reduced, to around 1.7m – 1.5m.   
 
Two other meters have been installed on the west side but, to date, there have been no 
complaints that they impede movement of pedestrians and cyclists.   
 
(Though unrelated to safety, the design of the metering strategy leaves a lot to be desired.  
Without a fourth station on the footpath to the south of Deepdene Station (in the area of bus 
stop E, on Deepdene Avenue) the metering “box” would not log pedestrians and cyclists 
entering from the south-eastern residential areas of Dorking.  This raises questions regarding 
accuracy and representativeness of monitoring data produced.) 
 
 
Train Information Screens – Deepdene Station 
 
The shared use path from Dorking Mainline station passes across the frontage of Deepdene 
Station under the railway bridge.  Here the path is no more than 2.6m wide and cannot be 
easily widened further, constraining free movement of both pedestrians and cyclists.  FGW 
recently installed train information screens on (both) the bridge abutments (see photo next 
page). 
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Positioned at height which suggests a desire 
to discourage vandalism, this positioning 
forces passengers to stand some way from 
the screens in order to view the information. 
This further complicates the already 
problematic safety situation.   
 
As can be seen from the photo not only does 
this add to pedestrian congestion in the area 
immediately in front of the entrances but 
also creates conditions for passengers to 
stand, or walk into, the path of cyclists as 
well as pedestrians running for buses or 

trains through the constriction caused by bridge abutments. 
 
The hazard created by screen positioning will remain until the screens are moved to 
somewhere less problematic and hazardous.   
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5b)   On-Station Delivery (First Great Western) 
 
Deepdene Station handles around 600,000 passengers a year, about one third of them 
interchanging between Deepdene and Dorking Main.  The original station was built in 1851, 
with timber platforms and, originally, a wooden ticket office and signal box.  The station 
remained relatively unchanged until the sixties when the ticket office was demolished (the 
signal box having long gone), in 1969, and the platform timbers and supports replaced, again 
in timber.  At this time metal shelters were installed for passengers.  The wooden staircase 
(on the north side) remained until replaced, in 1984, with the metal staircases on both sides 
(passengers originally crossed the tracks to access westbound services). 
 
Since then, despite other changes and the addition of lighting, train information and signalling 
equipment and cabinets, there have been no changes to, nor discussion of changes or even 
replacement of, platforms and access. 
 
Part of the reason for this is that, prior to 2008, and a major revamp of the methodology for 
calculating group station usage, DfT estimates suggested fewer than 2000 passenger used 
Deepdene each year.  Dorking station group was included in the re-vamp, following which 
estimated passenger numbers at Deepdene jumped dramatically, to in the region of 600,000 
annually. 
 
 
Surrey and FGW originally proposed a multi-phase improvement programme.  The first phase 
aimed to replace the existing (1969) steel shelters, improve the staircases, install CCTV and 
new lighting, plus new ticket machines and cycle shelters.   
 
Following phases would address access issues, by installation of lifts, whilst the final phase 
would see changes to the ground level access arrangements, introduction of a ticket office and 
station manning.  At this stage, however, funding is only available for the first phase. 
 
 
Owing to restrictions on the FGW funding contribution, supplied by DfT, an original project 
completion date in late 2015 was set.  However, when that date passed, with no progress, 
completion was re-scheduled for various dates in 2016, then 2017.  Works was eventually 
completed in mid-2018.   
 
Other than the table of costs provided in the SCC/C2C contract, it has not been possible to 
ascertain actual cost of, and changes to, on-station works.  A freedom of information request, 
to the Department for Transport, for details of cost and schedule, produced no helpful 
information. 
 
 
Station Inspection History 
 
There have been 12 inspections of the station since 2007, most of them brief and lasting no 
more than 3 – 4 hours, and it is not clear which of Network Rail or FGW commissioned the 
surveys.  A slightly more thorough inspection in 2014 suggested issues of timber rot and 
corrosion at a couple of locations but did not explore in detail.   
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A major three-day inspection in early January 2016 produced some evidence of timber rot 
and metal corrosion around the station.  Both 2014 and 2016 inspector’s reports commented 
that vegetation should be cleared to permit more rigorous inspection of the primary (timber) 
platform structure beneath the platforms.  The 2016 report also identified corrosion in the 
steel access stairs and support structure, suggesting sand blasting to bare metal.  
Unfortunately, the condition grading scores, normally included in each inspection item, have 
been removed from the documents obtained from Network Rail, so it is impossible to 
determine what prioritisation advice was given to the responsible organizations. 
 
Inspectors recommendations do not appear to have been followed up as, as far as can be 
established, neither GWR nor Network Rail commissioned more detailed surveys of station 
platforms or stairs prior to committing public funds to the project.   
 
The 2016 inspection, in mid-January, dated a few days prior to C2C contract signature, was 
clearly too late in the project schedule to have affected commitments contained in the 
contract.  The September 2014 inspection might, if GWR/NR had followed up, have allowed 
time for GWR to alter its position, or even commissioned a more rigorous survey, prior to 
committing to the project.  That said, the delay in signing the SCC/GWR agreement created 
an opportunity to modify the scope and/or budget before the project was fully committed, an 
opportunity that was ignored. 
 
In late-2017 Surrey reported that work was being held up whilst solutions to address 
significant wood rot, to timbers underneath the shelter locations, are explored.   
 
 
Timber Platforms 
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It has been more than ten years since there has been a full inspection of the structure 
underpinning the platforms, but the picture on the previous page does provide some 
indication of the condition of timberwork.  Whilst there is little evidence of rot, at least 
externally, the timber has a dried out look with distortion and cracking evident.  The concrete 
support piles do, however, look in good condition. 
 
When FGW/NR lifted the (steel) shelters the extent of timber rot was revealed.  The shelter 
support structure and, to a limited extent, condition can be seen in the photos below.  The 
extent of the rot was such as to require replacement of both the lateral and support members. 
 

  
 
 
Steel Access Stairs 
 
Improvements to the stairs have consisted of painting balustrades and some (attempts at) 
minor repairs to treads.   
 

 
 
However, there is no evidence that structures supporting the access stairs have been 
renovated. 
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The pictures below illustrate the extent of corrosion on the entry stairs.  These are on the 
southside, and the northern stairs are in similar condition. 
 
As previously mentioned the more detailed (three day) inspection of 2016 identified 
significant actions would be required to address steelwork condition, namely sand-blasting to 
bare metal, replacement and re-painting.  Corrosion damage in these areas comes as a result 
of extensive use of salt in winter, to prevent icing, over many years.  In cases like this, failure 
to routinely clean and paint the structure, including lifting the plywood base to the treads, will 
lead to a situation where the integrity of the underlying structure of the stairs can be seriously 
compromised, particularly significant as the stairs also serves as the station emergence exit 
path. 
 
As far as can be established there has been no attempt to address corrosion in this, or any 
other, area of the station. 
 
  

 
  
Not only did the problem with the shelter substructure contribute to delays in project delivery 
but will also likely have incurred a significant cost over-run.  Other problems have, however, 
compounded poor delivery. 
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Delivery issues - Station 
 
Passenger Shelters 
 
Whilst on the face of it the replacement shelters (LH photo below) are more modern, they 
provide no additional capacity and only marginal additional protection relative to the previous 
shelter. Bear in mind it is normal for there to be up to 80 passengers waiting for a typical 
morning peak hour train at this station, more than sufficient to justify a larger shelter. 
 
Given the foundation dimensions are much larger than the footing dimensions of the 
replacement shelters (RH photo), it is difficult to understand why FGW decided not to extend 
the shelter longitudinally, set back to fully use lateral space and provided with an overhanging 
roof and vertical front panels, to provide highly necessary additional capacity and protection.  
With this specific, modular, design, an additional 1.5m is easily possible, with a two-panel 
front infill (as is done elsewhere) for further protection from the elements.   
 

 
 
Cycle Shelter re-Furbishment 
 

There are also questions regarding the value 
of refurbishment of the cycle shelter on the 
north side. 
 
Installed some time ago (around 2006) at the 
request of, and part funded by, Surrey 
County Council, the racks are poorly lit, 
invisible to passing foot and highway traffic 
and quickly fell out of use.   
 
When the racks were installed, in 2006, 

cycles parked there were frequently vandalized.  Hence rail passengers prefer to use the 
uncovered rack, on the south side of the station adjacent to the footpath and main road. These 
are well lit and in clear view of passing motorists and pedestrians, providing a high degree of 
natural security.  It is rare to see more than one or two cycles left in the north side shelter. 
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The proposals suggested that the installation of CCTV would alleviate the security problem 
however, within weeks of the north side rack being renovated, a cycle left there was damaged 

(photo) since when most cycle owners have 
avoided using these racks. 
 
Even the longevity of the paintwork is of 
concern.  It is evident that contractors have 
made no attempt to remove mould from the 
frame and transparent panels before paint 
was applied. 
 
Other than painting the shelter framework, 
there is little evidence of improvement nor 
the effectiveness of CCTV installation. 

 
 
RTPI Installation 
 
Subsequent to the highway safety audit, additional real time train information signs appeared, 
on the abutments to the railway bridge piers.  In both cases these are at best, inconveniently 
placed, at worst introduce additional hazards. 
 
The north side screen (LH photo) is placed in such a position as to be invisible to passengers 
purchasing tickets or checking timetables and other information.   
 
Cable trunking installation is very poor.  It is easily possible that a pedestrian exiting the 
station in a hurry could end up injuring their ankles on the projecting trunking rounding the 
bridge pier, on the north side, heading towards town (see inset image). 
 

 
The new rail information screens, however, have created a new hazard (RH photo).    
 
The screens are located, in height and position, such that passengers viewing the screens can 
easily step into the path of cyclists and pedestrians entering or exiting the narrow section of 
the footpath under the bridge. 
 
This is already a narrow section and cannot easily be widened.  And, its inexplicable why 
screens would be positioned in this way.  There’s already a well-positioned, pole mounted, 
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information screen facing passengers as they exit, the same screen that provides bus 
information, so the screens could have easily been mounted on the same pole. 
 
 
Ticket Vending Machines 
 

Early indications are that the new ticket 
machines are no more reliable than the 
machines they replaced, with frequent 
outages and, recently, damage to screens. 
 
Anecdotal information, from FGW staff, 
suggests there is a design problem with the 
new type of touch screens, particularly in 
poor weather conditions.  When the screens 
are damp, or moisture condenses on them, 
the touch system apparently becomes 
unreliable.  This may have been behind 
FGW’s decision/attempt to solve the 

problem by installing canopies over the ticket machines (photo, left). 
 
This has not gone well, as the photos below illustrate.  Although not much of a problem on 
the north side (above), at the south side entrance combination of adjacent pillar and cabinet 
meant the canopy could not be fitted without interfering with cabinet access.   

 
   
This specific cabinet was, apparently, due to be replaced with another, narrower, but taller 
cabinet, in the same position.  This involved re-routing newly installed cable trunking (see 
photo, below right) but, with some difficulty, was done.   
 
The new cabinet once again interfering with installation of the second canopy (see chalk 
marks). 
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TVM User Interface Compatibility issues, Dorking Main and Dorking Deepdene. 
 
Further issues, admittedly unrelated to the project, have appeared.  Touch screen ticket 
vending machines have been replaced at both Dorking Deepdene and Dorking Main stations 
neither of which are particularly intuitive to use. 
 
At Deepdene (First Great Western) the machine display uses a conventional Qwerty 
keyboard.  When using the destination search function, the software searches for a station 
name containing the initial letter typed in whereas more conventional (smart) autofill 
functions search for station names beginning with the letter(s) typed in (see photo below).   
 

 
In contrast the machine displays at Dorking Main (Southern) use a non-intuitive linear 
alphabetic keyboard, albeit with station name beginning with the letter(s) typed in.  When 
the first letter of the station name is typed in, the software de-emphasises individual keys not 
containing a viable next letter choice.  
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5) Financial 
 
 
Throughout the duration of the project the scope, particularly on-highways provisions, 
evolved to a point where what was designed and installed no longer bore any relation to that 
consulted on and approved.  However, whilst “as built” costs evolved to reflect what was 
actually being built, item descriptions did not change from the original proposal.   Neither 
SCC elected members nor, for their part, C2C seemed to notice, nor did either question cost 
information they were being presented with. 
 
 
The table below is based on information from SCC and C2C and illustrates cost estimate 
evolution throughout the project.  The table on which this was based was produced in August 
of 2017 and represented estimated cost likely out-turn on each line item at the then expected 
conclusion of the project, end September 2017.   
 
Two columns have been added (second and third, in white).  The first identifies the original 
projected spend, from the contract signed with C2C in February 2016.  The second is an SCC 
cost estimate (dated 2nd August 2016) based on the scope as it stood on 1st April 2016, two 
months after the contract had been signed. 
 
 

 
 
Whilst spend on individual items deviates, in some cases dramatically, from the original 
scope throughout the duration of the project, item descriptions in the table do not alter.  
Earlier sections of this report identify that SCC instituted major scope changes before, even, 
contract signature, none of which are reflected in item descriptions.  There is no hint of scope 
changes, and the respective cost impacts, until the projected final out-turn is estimated (last 
column).  To the casual observer this might be interpreted as “efficiency” or the result of 
accrual of actual, as opposed to estimated, costs. 
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The first notable change occurs two months from contract signature.  The total for the on-
highway spend has been inflated, from £276,250 to £357,000, a 30% jump.  On-station costs 
increased from £403,750 to £475,000, an increase of just less than 18%, basically reflecting 
consolidation of (SCC estimated) contingency.  At this point there had been no spending on 
the on-station element of the project, in part as a result of the lack of a signed agreement 
between SCC and FGW.  It appears little detail work on station improvements was done until 
the agreement was signed, in October of 2016 and SCC had little or no involvement in the 
management of the on-station element of the programme. 
 
However, highly notable is the jump in the estimate for design and management overhead, 
from just over £40,000, at the time of contract signature, to £100,000 in less than two months. 
This represents around 40% on-cost for the on-highway budget, a very high figure given the 
relatively small scale and lack of complexity of that element of the project.   
 
Note also nearly £44,000 of management expenses (but only £2,813 in capital spend) accrued 
in the spending year 2015/16, that is before the contract was signed.  Whilst there is provision 
in the contract for the delivery body to carry forward costs from earlier years that can only be 
done by means of a Deed of Variation.  It is not clear whether such an application was made. 
 
 
Between C2C board approval and contract signature SCC not only consolidated contingency 
funding but had also attempted to increase the level of the grant whilst, at the same time, 
applying for an increase in funding ceiling through the use of “funding flexibility”.   
 
“Funding flexibility” is, apparently, a mechanism by which funding can be transferred 
between individual projects in the same funding package.  It is not known what justification 
SCC gave to release this additional funding for the project, or where the funds were 
transferred from, but C2C approved the request.  
 
As regards contingency consolidation, comments in the project team correspondence suggests 
cost estimates were further complicated by the fact that FGW seem to have supplied a “base” 
cost estimate (£475,000), without contingency whereas SCC included a cost element relating 
to contingency in their own scope.  For the on-station element, Surrey took the FGW estimate 
as presented and, assuming it included a contingency element, calculated the on-station 
budget on a similar basis to their own.  How this misunderstanding was resolved and how it 
affected cost share is unclear but there are indications that it did slow progress to an 
agreement between SCC and FGW. 
 
 
The overall expected out-turn, by this stage in the project, had risen to £832,000, including 
revenue costs. 
 
 
When Dorking Town Forum members discussed costs with C2C, at the October 2017 
meeting, their staff stated the “Growth Fund” grant was provided to cover capital spend only 
(see contract document) and they seemed somewhat surprised at the level of overhead 
charged.   
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It later emerged that design and management overheads, according to C2C, did qualify as 
capital but overhead inflation, to more than 40% of the on-highway costs, along with the high 
level of management overheads for the period before contract signature, around £44,000, 
remains a major question mark on the project costs, particularly given the extensive delivery 
failures. 
 
A comparison of the estimate prior to delivery (fourth column) and projected final out-turn 
(final column) reflects changes in scope, but without notes qualifying these changes it is 
difficult to assess what has actually happened.  To the casual reader the changes might only 
have developed as a result of cost savings or other efficiencies.  Variances in cost out-turn 
represent, in financial terms, the reductions in scope (detailed previously), diversion of funds 
elsewhere, along with charges for cost over-runs.   
 
 
Comparison of on-the-ground delivery and final cost out-turn with the original scope and 
budget makes it possible to sensibly analyse the project.  The relevant contract clauses are: 
 

- Clause 3.2, funding shall only be used to fund capital expenditure; 
 

- Clause 3.3, changes in scope shall be approved by C2C; 
 

- Clause 4.7, payments will not be paid until C2C and WSCC are satisfied that payment 
has been used as set out in the project schedule (schedules 1 and 2); 
 

- Clause 4.8, any overspend is the responsibility and account of SCC; 
 

- Clause 5.2, project budget (Schedule 2) to be classified into Capital Expenditure and 
Revenue Expenditure; 
 

- Clause 5.4, suggests that any funding not used in respect of Schedule 2 (contract 
budget, column two) must be returned. 
 

- Schedule 2, table containing budget. 
 
Requests for information under FoI, separately and independently to both SCC and C2C, 
suggested that, other than the use of “funding flexibility”, no variations to contract scope 
were advised (to C2C) or applied for by SCC. 
 
 
Using these, inspection of the project final total (cost), from SCC (September 2017) table 
allows the impact of on-highway scope changes to be calculated in monetary terms, relative 
to the contract budget: 
 

a) Reduced width of Station Approach footpath, underspend - ca. £6,829; 
 

b) Lincoln Road road-table, overspend - ca. £14,609; 
 

c) reduced width of A24 footpath, underspend - ca. £33,548; 
 

d) Wayfinding, overspend - ca. £61,237; 
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e) Bus stop improvements, underspend (see note below table at the beginning) - ca. 

£37,319 (note: £112,000 if compared with contract scope); 
 

f) Design and Project Management - overspend (see note below table) - £63,417 
 
 
With this these estimates, and interpreting the contract terms as written, unaccounted spend 
for the on-highway element ranges from ca. £217,000 to £292,000 (noting that, with inclusion 
of overspend, the total on-highway cost had now risen to around £400,000).  It is not possible 
to estimate costs of, and funding transfers to, the on-station element of the project. 
 
 
Some of the unaccounted for spend will have been used to install Real Time Bus Passenger 
Information screens at Dorking Deepdene and Dorking Mainline stations.  Neither feature in 
the agreed scope and the facilities are exclusive to Southern and FGW customers 
respectively.  The screens at Dorking Mainline bus stands are known to have cost around 
£30,000 and a small amount will be accounted for by the real time screen at the South Street 
bus stop in the centre of Dorking (probably around £10,000 based on the unit cost of Dorking 
mainline screens). 
 
Costs of RTPI at Deepdene station are unrecorded.  However, as total spend on the bus stop 
element is about £75,000 (assuming final out-turn is correct), and knowing spend on the other 
RTPI installations, it would seem reasonable to assume that charges for the two screens are 
included in the spend total for bus stop improvement, hence a cost of £35,000 can be 
estimated.  Neither Southern or FGW contributed financially to RTPI installations at their 
stations. 
 
 
Estimating final cost of the project is difficult, in part due to the unwillingness of several 
bodies to provide detailed information about on-station costs.   
 
On-station work is limited by the lack of transparency of FGW scope and cost changes and 
the difficulty in estimating the (more than likely heavily revised) cost of installing the new 
shelters, along with repairs necessary to allow their installation.  Without this information it is 
impossible to estimate the final cost of not only the rail element but of the project as a whole. 
 
An enquiry to the DfT who, from information supplied to SCC by FGW, were underwriting 
the £200,000 promised by FGW, has produced no meaningful estimates, the department 
simply re-quoting information supplied by one or other of the principals.  They suggest a final 
project cost of £832,000, an unlikely number given the extent of repairs required to the 
platform underlying structure and necessary in order to replace the shelters. 
 
It is not even clear what Department, or Agency, actually paid the FGW contribution.  The 
DfT stated there funding was contributed through payments into the MHCLoG “Growth 
Fund”, suggesting that the entire project cost may have been remitted through Coast to 
Capital. 
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6) Sources and References: 
 
 

1. Photo references, Measurements and Analysis:  John Meudell, Dorking Town 
Forum; 
 
 

2. Response to consultations, March and July 2015, by Dorking Town Forum and 
individuals; 
 

 
3. C2C - Board Meeting Notes and associated Parsons Brinkerhoff report; 

 
 

4. Dorking Town Forum meeting with C2C, 5th October 2017; 
 
 

5. Mole Valley Local Committee Meeting papers, 2015 - 2017; 
 
 

6. Freedom of Information requests: 
 

a) SCC FoI 14935 - Scope of Project, Costs and Reports of Safety Audits. 
 

b) SCC FoI 16725 - Follow on from FoI 14935. 
 

c) SCC FoI 17062 - Safety Audits. 
 

d) SCC FoI 17156 - E-mail correspondence between the various parties. 
 
1) First Tranche - GWR Agreement 

 
2) Second Tranche - Project Team Meeting Notes 

 
3) Third Tranche - e-mails, Surrey - GWR 

 
4) Fourth Tranche - e-mails Surrey - Southern/GTR 

 
5) Fifth Tranche - e-mails Surrey - MVDC 

 
6) Sixth tranche – e-mails Wayfinding 

 
 

e) SCC FoI 17852 - WS Atkins – Wayfinding Reports 
 
f) SCC FoI 17853 - Correspondence with Surrey County Councillors 
 

g) C2C FoI May 2017 (Contract and Contract Scope) 
 

h) Network Rail - FOI2017/01461, December 2017 
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i) Network Rail - FOI2018/00073, January 2018 

 
j) Surrey Police - FoI 165-17-1227, December 2017 

 
k) Department for Transport- FoI F0015780, February 2018 
 
 

7. Highways Act 1980; 
 
 

8. Cycle Tracks Act 1984; 
 
 

9. Road Traffic Act 1988; 
 
 

10. The Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015 (aka CDM 2015); 
 
 

11. Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016; 
 
 

12. Surrey Cycle Design Guidance 1997 (paper form only); 
 
 

13. TfL Cycle Design Guidance, 2007 and 2016; 
 
 

14. CTC/Sustrans Guidance on Subway Heights; 
 

 
15. TD 36-93 Subways for Pedestrians and Pedal Cyclists - Layout and Dimensions; 

 
 

16. LTN 2/04, Adjacent and Shared Use Facilities for Pedestrians and Cyclists, DfT 
2004; 
 
 

17. LTN 1/12, Shared Use Routes for Pedestrians and Cyclists, DfT 2012; 
 
 

18. LTN 2/08, Cycle Infrastructure Design, DfT 2008; 
 
 

19. Inclusive Mobility Guidance, DfT, 2004; 
 
 

20. Metric Design Handbook, Planning and Design Data, 5th Edition, Routledge 
2015; 
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21. Representation to Mole Valley Local Committee, Mole Valley Cycling Forum, 

March 2018 
 

22. Dorking Sustainable Transport package, Investigation Review, Local 
Partnerships, January 2018. 
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7) Process Diagram (enlarged) 
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8) Addendum:  Local Partnership Audit Report and Comments 
 
 

Dorking Town Forum had hoped, that by employing independent auditors who typically 
might be expected to gain better access to organizational information, this would provide 
more robust insight into execution of activities on this project than could be obtained 
externally. 
 
This has not been the case.  To be blunt, far from extending and validating (or otherwise) the 
existing research, the auditors seem to have selected comments from the interviews, only 
superficially dipping into the evidence presented and discounting much of it. 
 
Methodologically, the auditors appear to have adopted a bilateral dispute mediation approach, 
rather than the more appropriate breach of contract approach underpinning the DTF complaint 
and explains several of the failures detailed below. 
 
The net result is highly unsatisfactory: 
 
 
Specific points - Conclusions: 
 

1) “…..we consider the finished works, particularly to highway surfaces, are to a good 
standard.” 
 
The auditors seemed unaware of, or chose to ignore, statutory requirements and 
obligations and safety considerations in reaching this conclusion.  As pointed out 
earlier, much of the signage does not meet statutory requirements, in terms of the 
directions to users, or directs users to more hazardous routes.  Furthermore, 
modifications to physical infrastructure and signage reduces convenience and 
increases journey time for many users. 
 
 

2) “…..we also have a concern about the medium and longer term viability of further 
substantial investment at Deepdene station….” 
 
The auditors missed the point on this aspect.  The issue is whether or not substantial 
investment in relatively cosmetic aspects of the station made financial sense, given the 
station handles about 1/3 of all passengers using stations making up the Dorking 
group.  In practice, given the station timber structures are more than 50 years old, the 
project should have considered re-development of the station as a whole. 
 
 

3) On allegations of mismanagement the auditors conclude: “…..we have found no 
evidence to support this element of the complaint…..” 
 
The auditors have offered no evidence that they have examined either the project 
accounts or considered variations in cost and functionality accrued during the project.  
Nor did they offer an account of these variations and applications of project funds. 
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Specific points – Report Body: 
 
 
a)   The audit report fails to consider C2C contract scope and provisions when determining 

whether the project has been delivered. Nor does it consider whether delivery meets 
the scope approved by Surrey County Council elected members; 

 
b)   The audit report fails to consider delivery against the transport objectives set out by 

C2C in the contract; 
 
c)    The auditors fail to address the issue of the impact of unauthorized scope changes and 

their effect on the budget, ignoring provisions of the contract;  
 
d)   The auditors failed to recognise the significance and impact of these changes on safety 

and convenience of cyclists, pedestrians, bus and rail passengers; 
 
e)   The auditor’s conclusions, that the works have been delivered to an acceptable 

standard fails to recognise not only major departures from multiple statutory 
provisions and guidance but also the fact that those changes have neither been 
evaluated in terms of safety and convenience, nor consulted on.   Furthermore, given 
the provisions of the Construction (Design and management) Regulations 2015, it is 
questionable whether the auditors possessed the necessary competences to pass 
judgement on whether facilities do meet any standard, let alone an acceptable 
standard;  

 
f) The auditors fail to recognise that the present platforms and facilities at Deepdene 

Station are well beyond their economic life and any further investment should reflect a 
requirement to fully replace them, rather than tinker at the edges;  

 
g)   The auditors seem to have ignored most of the project financial information in coming 

to a view as to whether there is evidence of financial irregularities. Most specifically, 
the auditors have failed to determine the status of design and management charges and 
escalation of such charges as well as the re-direction of funds to facilities not within 
the scope of the contract;  

 
h)   The auditors fail to provide any insight into where excess funds, generated as a result of 

the reductions in scope and inflation of management charges, have been spent;  
 
i) Auditors failed to contact other relevant local stakeholder organizations, named in the 

information supplied, notably Mole Valley Access Forum and Mole Valley Cycling 
Forum (the latter have now drawn up their own list of complaints); 

 
j) Auditors failed to contact any of the delivery bodies involved, notably First Great 

Western, Mole Valley District Council and Southern Railway Company, to determine 
actual spending, estimate final costs and state of progress; 
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Other points:  
 
k)   Auditors comments in respect of (the photo of) works in Station Approach. The Forum 

supplied the auditors with contact details of the person who identified this particular 
hazard and reported it to Surrey County Council. The auditors failed to contact that 
person, claiming the photo only represented the situation on one day; 

 
l) The auditors attempt to draw up a table of project costs was amateur, inaccurate and 

bizarre, ignoring publicly available cost/spend tables developed, and released, by Surrey 
and made available in the evidence bundle; 

 
 
 
Finally:  
 
m)  The auditors failed to question the role of C2C in the above: their screening and 

evaluation of the project and their willingness to fully reimburse Surrey County 
Council, project out-turn sight unseen. 

 
 
 
 
The audit is, in short, uninformed and unprofessional. 
 
 
 
 
 
John Meudell,  
C.Eng, MIMechE. 
May 2018 
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John Meudell, C.Eng, MIMechE 
 
 
An engineer and business and operations analyst in, predominantly, capital intensive 
industries, over a period of 40 years I held a number of professional and managerial positions 
in national and international organizations and companies. 
  
I have extensive international experience in both private and public sectors, including 
industry regulation, and held senior positions within the UK Department of Trade and 
Industry, and Royal Dutch Shell. My early career included spells with Rolls Royce, British 
Steel and Royal Ordnance plus, over the years, extensive work with voluntary organisations. 
 
I mostly concentrate on applying experience to practical organizational, engineering and 
operations systems analysis in public, private and voluntary sectors and have, increasingly, 
been involved in research and business process performance evaluation.  I have also been 
involved knowledge development and exploitation processes, often entailed associated 
downstream solution implementation, in public, private and voluntary sector enterprises.  
Latterly my focus has been associated with transport and infrastructure development 
including extensive cost and performance analysis along with international comparisons. 
 
Now retired, I am a former Deputy Chairman of the Cyclist Touring Club (CTC, the leading 
independent national cycling organization in the UK), former transport director of the local 
Dorking Market Town Re-generation Initiative (DNA) and have intensive experience of 
transport policy development.   
 
Having lived and worked outside the UK for a large part of my working life I also have first 
hand experience of (and have studied) transport planning systems and approaches to transport 
infrastructure and integration elsewhere in the world.  As a Dutch speaker I have extensive 
knowledge of infrastructure planning, development and construction in that country. 
 
A Chartered Engineer, over the years I completed a BSc (Hons) in Mechanical Engineering at 
University College Swansea, an MSc in Offshore Engineering at University College London 
and an MSc in Management Science and Operations Research at Warwick Business School.  
Ten years ago I also completed an MSc in Transport and Planning at Cardiff University. 
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Dorking Town 

Forum 

Representing community, business groups 

and local organisations based 

in and around Dorking 

www.dorkingtownforum.co.uk Regular attendees represent the following groups and organisations 

• Town Traders Association •Transition Dorking • Churches Together in Dorking • Rotary Clubs of Dorking • Dorking & District Preservation Society 
• Dorking Town Partnership • Dorking Chamber of Commerce • Dorking Town Twining • Friends of Dorking • Campaign to Protect Rural England 
• Surrey County Council Member • Dorking North Ward Representatives • Dorking South Ward Representatives • MVDC Executive Representative 

 

 

 

http://www.dorkingtownforum.co.uk/

